CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Using Windows 10: This class will help you in your everyday computer use. In the class sessions, we'll talk
about what's new and useful, and review the basics so you’ll become more comfortable with the program. We
will then cover going online – for most of the information and activities we all depend on each day. There will
be special emphasis on safe browsing, which includes protecting against viruses and email scams.
Additionally, we’ll have time for your questions, general discussion, and frequent hands-on practice. There will
be one class session devoted to resolving each attendee’s questions and problems. The classroom has
wireless Internet connection. Attendees with laptops should bring them. Instructors: Jack Schnabel & Len
Tevebaugh
Android Smart Phone & Tablet: During this 4-week Android Smartphone & Tablet class you will learn the
basic features of your Smartphone & Tablet with emphasis on communicating with family & friends using your
Android devices. We will cover email, texting, Skype, taking & sharing photos and videos. The class will cover
the features of the built-in apps, downloading and updating apps from the app store, surfing the net, backing up
your data & wireless operations. The classroom has wireless Internet connection and students are required to
bring in their Android devices for hands-on instruction. Instructor: Irv Rudderow
iPad & iPhone: During this 4-week iPad & iPhone class you will learn the basic features of the iPad & iPhone
with emphasis on communicating with family & friends using your Apple devices. We will cover email, texting,
Facetime, Skype, and taking & sharing photos and videos. The class will cover the features of the built-in
apps, downloading and updating apps from the apps store, surfing the net, backing up your data to iCloud, and
wireless operations. The classroom is wireless Internet connection and students are required to bring in their
iPads & iPhones for hands-on instruction. Instructor: Bob Cebulski
Introduction to Computers/Basic: This class is for students who are just learning to use a computer. It will
focus on using the mouse to click, select, and highlight. The desktop and the Window’s operating system will
be explained. Internet and email basics will be covered. The classroom has wireless Internet connection.
Attendees with laptops should bring them if available otherwise a computer will be provided. Instructor: Irv
Rudderow

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Taking and Managing Photos on Your Smartphone: This workshop with cover both iPhones and Android
phones. It is a basic tutorial on taking photos and how to work with them after you have taken the photo.
Instructors: Bob Cebulski & Irv Rudderow
Google Maps: Google Maps is a powerful tool that is available on your desktop, smartphone and/or tablets.
Learn how to use Google Maps for calculating a route from any location to where you want to go. It can be
used like a GPS. Also discussed will be 2 other neat features - satellite view and street view. You will also be
shown how find information about businesses including websites, phone numbers and hours of operation.
Instructor: Obie Weeks
Online Safety: It is well known that there are bad things on the Internet. This workshop will address user
safety, scam and virus protection. This will help you understand how to protect you and your computer.
Instructor: Ted Kubitz
Social Media: This workshop will focus on Social Media applications and their functions beneficial to seniors.
Primary emphasis will be focused on Facebook and its embedded app, Messenger. We will discuss other apps
and their functions including Viber, Messenger+, Skype, Google Hangouts, and others. At the conclusion of
this workshop a participant should be able to select the App most suited to their needs. Handouts will be
provided.  Instructor: Russ Hatfield

